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Editoriale 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Prima di lasciare spazio alla lettura dei contributi di questo 

numero, la direzione e la redazione di Europea sono liete di 
presentare il progetto di ricerca internazionale dal titolo Catalo-
nia, Iberia and Europe. The contribution of Iberian Studies to 
the retinking of the European integration process. Si tratta di un 
progetto che la direzione e la redazione della Rivista hanno so-
stenuto, animato e diretto con passione e rigore scientifico, 
coinvolgendo numerosi autorevoli studiosi e ricercatori di di-
versi Centri di ricerca ed Atenei europei ed extra-europei. Il 
progetto ha potuto contare inoltre sul fondamentale finanzia-
mento e supporto della Fondazione Eracle – Le scienze dell’uo-
mo, che ha sostenuto anche dal punto di vista scientifico l’orga-
nizzazione e il coordinamento del gruppo di ricerca. 

Il progetto era finalizzato in particolare alla pubblicazione di 
un volume che raccogliesse i risultati della ricerca e allo svol-
gimento di un successivo convegno internazionale di presenta-
zione dello stesso. I risultati del progetto di ricerca sono stati in-
fatti recentemente pubblicati nella collana Biblioteca Scientifica 
Europea (collana editoriale di Aracne, affiliata alla Rivista), in 
un corposo volume dal titolo Catalonia, Iberia and Europe, cu-
rato da David Duarte e da Giangiacomo Vale. Il volume è stato 
recentemente presentato proprio in Catalogna, all’Universitat 
Pompeu Fabra di Barcellona, alla presenza di alcuni degli Au-
tori e dei Curatori. Dati la novità e l’interesse del tema per 
chiunque si occupi di tematiche legate all’identità europea e al 
processo di integrazione europea, data l’originalità dell’ap-
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Editoriale 6 

proccio tenuto dai diversi Autori del volume, e data infine la 
molteplicità dei temi trattati – che riguardano l’Iberismo come 
scuola di pensiero, come movimento e come modello politico, 
ma anche la questione catalana e i suoi sviluppi, nonché il ruolo 
dell’Unione Europea e le possibili ripercussioni del caso catala-
no a livello europeo – la Direzione ha ritenuto di ripubblicarne 
l’introduzione in apertura del presente numero della Rivista, te-
nuto conto che in essa sono presentati non solamente il progetto 
di ricerca e i suoi partecipanti, nonché i motivi che lo hanno 
ispirato ed animato, ma anche e soprattutto i contenuti del vo-
lume stesso. 

 
 

Gianluigi Rossi 
Silvio Berardi 

Giangiacomo Vale 
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Iberianism, Catalan crisis and the rethinking 
of the European integration process 

 
 

by GIANGIACOMO VALE* 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Can Iberian Studies contribute to the political and cultural 

debate on European integration? What does the ongoing Catalan 
crisis teach us about the impact of regional and national claims 
for self-determination on the European project? And, finally, 
how both Iberian Studies and the Catalan crisis contribute to the 
rethinking of the European integration process? These were the 
main questions raised when we first engaged in the project of a 
volume entitled Catalonia, Iberia and Europe, the same ques-
tions underlying the research papers of the scholars who have 
generously accepted our invitation to participate in this book. 

The general purpose of Catalonia, Iberia and Europe is to 
explore original perspectives aiming at renewing the political 
and cultural debate on European integration and, notably, on the 
Europeanization of national histories and cultures. The latter 
became a major European issue since the European Union (EU) 
adopted a cultural approach to its political project following the 
highly arguable success of its economic one. This change of ap-
proach has been recently translated into an increasing number 
of cultural actions and statements, in particular since the also 
known Faro Convention on the Value of Cultural Heritage for 
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Society adopted by the Committee of Ministers of the Council 
of Europe in 2005 and entered into force in 2011. It is yet too 
early to determine the real impact of these actions, but there is 
no doubt that the EU is now committed to a cultural integration 
aiming at the reinforcement of the «sense of belonging amongst 
and between European citizens», as stated in the declaration The 
Mind and Body of Europe (2014). A sense of belonging that, 
neverthelesas, still relies on a national approach emphasizing 
the existence of well-delimited cultural identities. 

The recent events in Catalonia have brought to light the very 
European question regarding the creation and consolidation of a 
multi/transcultural political community, opening thus the path 
to consider the Iberian Peninsula as a microcosm of Europe, as 
well as the ideal laboratory to explore different solutions to the 
problem of coexistence of several national entities within the 
same political organization. Throughout the Catalan crisis, the 
limits of the national approach to its resolution became clear 
with the radicalization of both sides. On the one hand, the Span-
ish State tends to restrict the Catalan matter to the respect of the 
Rule of Law, thus neglecting Catalans’ political will for self-de-
termination, either as an independent State or yet as a Catalan 
State within a federal Spain. On the other hand, Catalonia’s 
claims for independence are often based on an essentialization 
of their particular history and culture reproducing, therefore, the 
binary and exclusive national narrative opposing «identity» and 
«otherness». 

Different voices requested a European intervention in the 
Catalan crisis. The fact that Spain is a European Member State, 
as well as the existence of several pro-independence movements 
across Europe, led the EU to take sides and support the Spanish 
position. The EU is, indeed, unable to act otherwise because of 
the national (or intergovernmental) approach structuring its own 
institutions and treaties, and the dogma of national sovereignty 
still present in the minds of Europeans (see Brexit and the rising 
of neo-nationalisms), politicians and other State officials wor-
king at the very heart of the EU. 
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Rather than considering the Catalan crisis from the tradition-
al national and exclusive approach opposing the Catalan claims 
for independence and the Spanish State, we have decided to 
mobilize for our analysis the field of Iberian Studies and con-
tribute to the rehabilitation of the studies on the Iberianist mo-
vement. Defined by Pérez Isasi as the «the consistent and delib-
erate consideration of the Iberian Peninsula as an interconnect-
ed, multilingual and multicultural political, identitarian and lit-
erary polisystem» (2013), Iberian Studies emerges as an unex-
plored field, when one considers its eventual role in the devel-
opment of European Political and Cultural Studies and, there-
fore, in the understanding of the challenges faced by the Euro-
pean political project. 

Regarding the XIXth century Iberianist movement, it is a priv-
ileged object of study for those who question the making of 
post/transnational cultural and political communities. The reha-
bilitation of the studies on the Iberianist movement is particular-
ly relevant to the questioning of the Catalan crisis for one can 
identify, in some of its authors, different elements structuring a 
«post-national» and «post-sovereign» perspective on political 
communities. In this respect, the challenges raised by Catalonia 
would no longer be considered according to the old national 
scheme, but rather from the perspective of a progressive auton-
omy within a federal Europe built on the subsidiarity principle 
and effective democracy at all levels, having local and regional 
levels as starting points. This was, precisely, one amongst dif-
ferent proposals supported by Republican federalists within the 
Iberianist movement, a federal solution which could also result 
in federal municipalism replacing the tension between nations 
by a regenerated Polis. 

Iberianism was a heterogeneous movement that covered po-
litical, cultural and economic purposes. One can identify the ex-
istence of a cultural Iberianism in which some authors stated the 
Europeanness of Iberia while others privileged the ties with a 
larger Latin world. Also, political Iberianism has as many pro-
posals as intellectuals and politicians who wrote about the Ibe-
rian political union to support either a Federal Republic, or a 
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centralized Monarchy, or yet the rehabilitation of the old impe-
rial form. Finally, one can mention the existence of a diplomatic 
as well as economic Iberianism aiming at the coordination of 
the Portuguese and Spanish strategies, without necessarily ques-
tioning the independence of both peninsular States. In a XIXth 
century marked by the decline of the former great peninsular 
empires and their submission to foreign powers, in particular to 
France and England, several Iberian politicians and intellectuals 
saw in the reinforcement of the political and cultural ties be-
tween Iberians the path towards the rehabilitation of the Penin-
sula. This path required then a new approach to Iberians’ per-
ception of their past and cultural identities, an approach capable 
of assembling Iberians together despite their local, regional, and 
national differences. 

An integrated approach mobilizing History, Political Sci-
ence, Constitutional Law or yet Literature has been adopted to 
the study of the Iberian political and cultural entity. Ultimately, 
this volume highlights the relevance of Iberian Studies and of 
the studies on the Iberianist movement to the understanding of a 
multicultural Iberian Peninsula. Furthermore, we have taken in-
to account the recent developments in Global History emphasiz-
ing the idea that the real challenge in studying historical and 
cultural communities consists in, according to Sebastian Conrad 
(2016), «shifting between, and articulate, different scales of 
analysis, rather than sticking to fixed territories» and remaining 
«tied to forms of container-thinking». Consequently, and having 
the Iberian Peninsula as a laboratory of study, we intend to un-
derstand how the coexistence of different scales of identifica-
tion — local, national, Iberian, European — creates shared rep-
resentations capable of assembling individuals and communities 
with multiple cultural and historical backgrounds. 

The volume is composed of three parts. The first part, Iberi-
an Studies and Iberian identities, questions the field of Iberian 
Studies and the nature of its object of study, that is to say, the 
Iberian Peninsula and the relations between its different cultural 
communities. We will see that there is an intense ongoing de-
bate tending to overcome the traditional vertical and national 
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approaches to the Iberian cultures, a vertical approach that con-
siders the existence of a hegemonic cultural center to which all 
other Iberian cultures are subordinated. In this sense, the psy-
choanalytic approach proposed by Joseba Gabilondo in his The 
Iberian Disavowal of Imperialism and Globalization from the 
XIXth to the XXIst Century shows that this vertical perception of 
the relations between peninsular cultures is, in fact, the result of 
the Iberian «internalization» of the analyses made by North Eu-
ropean historiography in the XIXth century, which tended to re-
duce the Iberian diversity to the Spanish/Castilian model. In his 
critical summary of the contemporary debate on the nature of 
Iberian Studies, Robert Patrick Newcomb reinforces Joseba Ga-
bilondo’s argument by stating that this debate is mainly focused 
on the influence of Hispanism within the field of Iberian Stud-
ies. According to the author of Iberianism’s Lessons for Iberian 
Studies, the Iberianist movement should be considered if one in-
tends to fully explore the potential of the Iberian Peninsula and 
its plurilinguistic and pluricultural system from a peninsular, 
comparative and non-hierarchical perspective. Finally, in the 
third chapter, Gabriel Magalhães’ Plasticina peninsular engag-
es in the study of the metaphors used by Portuguese and Span-
iards to represent each other and questions the cultural represen-
tations they vehiculate. From Gabriel Magalhães’ analysis, one 
understands that these metaphors are dynamic depending on the 
kind of Iberian relation they intend to convey, from those of 
family asserting a homogeneity between Iberians to those of 
neighborhood, when one considers the existence of ties linking 
Iberians together but living in “different houses”. 

The second part of the volume, Iberianism: Past, Present 
and Future, presents an overview of the Iberianist movement, 
of its emergence in the XIXth century, development and comple-
xification into different movements, and of its contemporaneity, 
notably of the impact that the entry of both Portugal and Spain 
in the European Economic Community (1986) and current Cata-
lan crisis have on Iberianist ideas. In this sense, Sérgio Campos 
Matos’ Iberismos: problemas e horizontes de pesquisa under-
takes a bibliographic review on the Iberianist movement in or-
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der to identify the research possibilities that this object of study 
still proposes. He supports the idea that the studies on Iberia-
nism are essential for all those who engage in understanding the 
evolution of both Portugal and Spain from the XIXth century 
onwards, notably because they clarify the building and nature of 
both peninsular nation-states. César Rina Simón, on his side, 
presents an analysis of the context having motivated the emer-
gence of the Iberianist movement and, in particular, of the im-
pact on Iberianism of the main liberal and romantic ideologies 
of the XIXth century. Iberismos en el siglo XIX emphasizes the re-
levance of liberalism and internationalism among Iberianists, 
who saw in the Iberian political union the first step towards a 
universal community. However, the failure of the First Spanish 
Republic federal project discredited any ambition of an Iberian 
fraternity, a fact followed by the increasing influence of Portu-
guese anti-Castilian nationalism. 

In the chapter A europeização da Península e os novos iberi-
smos: Portugal e a Espanha, 1986-1996 José Sardica questions 
the impact of the Iberian entry in the European Economic Com-
munity (ECC) in 1986 on the relations between Portugal and 
Spain. He emphasizes the existence of a parallelism in the histo-
ry of both countries, especially during the XXth century, when 
Portugal and Spain lived under two long dictatorships before 
joining the European project. Furthermore, the entry in the EEC 
meant a critical moment in the way the two peoples identify 
themselves, to the extent that it signified a strong bet in Europe 
after centuries imagining themselves as universal peoples rather 
than European. Despite the mutual mistrust between both 
States, José Sardica argues that the entry in the EEC had a com-
parable effect in the Iberian Peninsula to that of the First Euro-
pean Communities in the relations between France and Germa-
ny. Portugal and Spain ceased then to see themselves as ene-
mies to become strong economic and political partners. 

In Portugal y el iberismo en el actual debate político ca-
talán, Víctor Martínez-Gil begins by stating the existence of a 
political and cultural relation between Portugal and Catalonia, 
which reached with the Iberianist movements its most signifi-
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cant moment thanks to intellectuals who contributed to the rap-
prochement of both Iberian communities, as well as to political 
leaders with progressive and republican ideological affinities. 
Then, Martínez-Gil questions the representations that Portugal 
assumed within Catalanism. If there is a Catalan movement that 
tends to turn its back on the Peninsula to structure its autono-
mist discourse on an association with Europe rather than the 
Iberian space, Portugal’s role in catalanist rhetoric, translated by 
the slogan “L’autonomia que ens cal, és la de Portugal”, is cru-
cial to the independence-oriented Lusocatalanism. 

David Duarte’s chapter, A receção da crisis catalã na im-
prensa escrita portuguesa, intends to demonstrate the existence 
of a peninsular public space through the analysis of the debate 
generated in Portugal by the Catalan process of self-determi-
nation. Duarte analyzes the opinion-articles published in the 
Portuguese press, taking into consideration: the different posi-
tions adopted by the press; the impact of Catalan events on Por-
tuguese politics; and the impact of Catalan events on the Euro-
pean political project. Duarte supports the idea that there was a 
real commitment of Portuguese opinion-makers to the Catalan 
question. Nevertheless, this commitment did not mean the ex-
istence of a consensus. On the contrary, also in Portugal, the po-
sitions were polarized with opinion-makers supporting, on the 
one side, the Catalan ambitions and, on the other side, the Span-
ish position. 

The impact of the Catalan crisis in Spain and in the EU, both 
from a political and juridical point of view, is faced in the third 
and last part of the volume, Catalonia and Europe, which also 
questions regionalism and the transboundary political and dip-
lomatic relations between Catalonia and Italy, France and the 
EU. André Freire’s Catalunha e Espanha: conflitos de legiti-
midades questions the relevance of the Catalan crisis to the re-
cent Spanish electoral campaigns and results. Furthermore, he 
reflects on the existing resolution possibilities (federalism vs. 
self-determination) and on the conflicts of legitimacy raised by 
the conflict between the Spanish State and the Catalan Gene-
ralitat (rule of law vs. democracy). Freire displays a state of 
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profound political crisis resulting from the different elections 
held in Spain in the first semester of 2019. Then, he frames the 
Catalan debate within the history of the Spanish nation-buil-
ding, which has been affected by the tension between centripe-
tal and centrifugal forces transversal to the current Spanish po-
litical parties. Finally, he analyzes the judicialization of Spanish 
politics engaged by the former conservative executive, as well 
as its limits and, notably, how it neglects the right to self-
determination as a democratic fundamental right. 

In La questione indipendentista: le ripercussioni del caso 
catalano sull’Unione Europea, Anna Pirozzoli reflects, in the 
light of international and European law, on the implications of 
the Catalan crisis to the debate concerning the European inte-
gration. According to the author, the principle of self-determi-
nation, enshrined in the North American Declaration of Inde-
pendence of 1776 and consecrated more recently as one of the 
fundamental principles of international law by the International 
Court of Justice, does not directly imply the right to secession. 
The secession of a region is considered, since the decoloniza-
tion period, as a last resort, which must, however, take into ac-
count the protection of the territorial integrity of the State. Sub-
sequently, Anna Pirozzoli analyzes the misfortunes and the le-
gal and political effects of the referendum held in October 2017 
and of the following unilateral Declaration of Independence ap-
proved by the Catalan Parliament, questioning the Spanish 
choice to address the issue of secession through the penal in-
strument. Since it was carried out outside constitutional legality, 
the referendum was a mere exercise of democracy without legal 
effects, but with important political effects both internally (the 
explosion of a reactionary nationalism with the growth of the 
Vox party in the General Elections of 28 April 2019) and inter-
nationally, with the rekindling of the hopes of the autonomist 
and independence movements in other European countries 
(Scotland, Wales, Cornwall, the Basque Country, Northern Ire-
land, Corsica…). 

The attempt by the Catalan secessionists to stimulate a Eu-
ropean reaction received a very clear response from the Europe-
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an Commission with the Statement on the events in Catalonia 
(2 October 2017): a hypothetical independent Catalonia «would 
find itself outside of the European Union». According to Anna 
Pirozzoli, this reaction is due partly to the fear of an emulation 
effect in other European countries, where independence dreams 
are cultivated, partly to an attitude of prudence in the EU, which 
has distanced itself from the celebration of any referendum out-
side constitutional legality, affirming that the Catalan question 
remains «an internal matter for Spain that has to be dealt in line 
with the constitutional order of Spain» (Statement on the events 
in Catalonia) 

Thomas Jeffrey Miley’s Catalan Self-determination and the 
European project contextualizes the Catalan claims for self-
determination through the writings of Frantz Fanon on the inde-
pendence rights of colonized peoples. The author states that the 
Catalan case is different from that of African peoples studied by 
Fanon, insofar as the distinction between colonized and non-
colonized peoples is difficult to apply to the Catalan cause. Fur-
thermore, the International Law does not support Catalonia’s 
ambitions considering that it only recognizes the right to self-
determination when there is evidence of oppression and viola-
tion of human rights by a State in one of its territories. Here too, 
the question is not obvious, as the Catalan struggle for self-
determination has deep historical roots, always associated with 
a feeling of cultural persecution particularly accentuated during 
Franco’s regime. Confronted with such a situation, the EU is in 
a “waiting position”, to the extent that it can only intervene un-
der the condition of violating its own law, such as Article 4.2 of 
the Lisbon Treaty, where it is established that the EU respects 
the essential functions of States, including the maintenance of 
order and territorial integrity. In other words, it is up to Spain to 
resolve the Catalan crisis. 

Silvio Berardi (Giovanni Spadolini, la Catalogna, l’Europa) 
highlights the perception of Catalonia in the political writings 
and speeches of the intellectual and republican politician Gio-
vanni Spadolini (1925-1994), former Prime Minister of Italy. 
Spadolini admired the anti-Franco position and the strong re-
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publican and anti-monarchic Catalan tradition. He also per-
ceived in Catalonia’s struggle for recognition of its cultural and 
political identity the 1789’s principles and the ideals of the Ital-
ian Risorgimento. In his dedicated pages to the Catalan situa-
tion, Spadolini highlighted the relevance of the Generalitat de 
Catalunya, which he considered to be the symbol of Catalan 
struggles for autonomy since the beginning of the century, 
while Jordi Pujol, the president of the Generalitat from 1980 to 
2003, was for Spadolini the true pioneer of the Catalan strug-
gles for autonomy. Given his political and cultural background, 
Spadolini agreed with the reformist ideals of Catalanism aimed 
at recognizing greater political, economic, social and cultural 
autonomy. Nevertheless, he could not agree with the views of 
those who called for the independence of Catalonia, as he was 
convinced that its historic and inseparable link to Spain was 
fundamental. Thus, Spadolini saw in Pujol’s political vision the 
best way to promoting the dialogue not only with the other re-
gions of Spain but also with Europe, given Pujol’s strong Euro-
peanism. Indeed, together with the French politician Edgar 
Faure, Pujol was one of the promoters of the European Council 
of Regions, as well as the President of the Assembly of the Re-
gions of Europe from 1992 to 1996. According to Spadolini, 
Pujol represented the less extremist and pro-European tendency 
of Catalanism, which fitted within his republican and democrat-
ic ideals emphasizing both the value of State unity and the rele-
vance of federal institutions aiming at protecting the customs, 
traditions, and values of each local community. 

In the chapter Catalonia and the European integration pro-
cess (1986-1992), Matteo Antonio Napolitano highlights the 
path towards the formation of a European identity in Catalonia, 
starting from the Spanish application for accession to the EEC 
and the early stage of negotiations. This important issue is ad-
dressed in a twofold perspective: the reaction to Spanish cen-
tralism and the peculiar nation-building of Catalonia after, no-
tably, Franco’s regime. Then, he analyzes the relations between 
Spain and Catalonia, when facing the problems regarding Cata-
lonia’s role within the European project, notably those related to 
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the making of the Europe of the Regions and the institutional 
dialogue with other international actors. 

Finally, Niccolò Inches’s Catalogna, (Euro)regione trans-
frontaliera tra cooperazione e spinte identitarie faces the issue 
of regionalism in the EU, which has become a crucial topic in 
the deepening of the European political and territorial integra-
tion. A multi-level approach in terms of governance has pro-
gressively risen as the result of several phenomena, above all 
the collapse of nation-state as main geopolitical actor and para-
digm of analysis. Inches states that European projects of neigh-
borhood cooperation imply the assessment of borders as an op-
portunity to benefit from, instead of being considered as a hin-
drance. In this respect, the natural frontier separating Spain 
from France in western Mediterranean (the Pyrenees) is sym-
bolic from the point of view of the economic-cultural synergy 
between the two sides. Within the Catalan “Euroregion”, Barce-
lona stands as a benchmark of growth for surrounding areas, es-
pecially those in south-western France. In this respect, Inches 
analyzes transboundary relations in this specific corner of Eu-
rope, introducing them as a source for development as well as 
an opportunity to emancipate from a top-down scheme vis-à-vis 
central institutions. 
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